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2007 RM-Z/RM Specifications



Overall length



2,185 mm (86.0 in.)



2,165 mm (85.2 in.)



2,170 mm (85.4 in.)



2,145 mm (84.4 in.)



1,895 mm (74.6 in.)



1,805 mm (71.1 in.)



Overall width



830 mm (32.7 in.)



830 mm (32.7 in.)



830 mm (32.7 in.)



830 mm (32.7 in.)



735 mm (28.9 in.)



735 mm (28.9 in.)



Overall height



1,260 mm (50.0 in.)



1,260 mm (49.6 in.)



1,280 mm (50.4 in.)



1,275 mm (50.2 in.)



1,165 mm (45.9 in.)



1,100 mm (43.3 in.)



Wheelbase



1,480 mm (58.3 in.)



1,465 mm (57.7 in.)



1,465 mm (57.7 in.)



1,450 mm (57.1 in.)



1,280 mm (50.4 in.)



1,240 mm (48.8 in.)



Ground clearance



350 mm (13.8 in.)



350 mm (13.8 in.)



350 mm (13.8 in.)



350 mm (13.8 in.)



355 mm (14.0 in.)



325 mm (12.8 in.)



Seat height



955 mm (37.6 in.)



955 mm (37.6 in.)



950 mm (37.4 in.)



950 mm (37.4 in.)



875 mm (34.4 in.)



Dry weight



100 kg (220 lbs.)



92 kg (203 lbs.)



96 kg (212 lbs.)



87 kg (192 lbs.)



69 kg (152 lbs.)



65 kg (143 lbs.)



4-stroke, liquid-cooled, DOHC



2-stroke, liquid-cooled



2-stroke, liquid-cooled



2-stroke, liquid-cooled



2-stroke, liquid-cooled



Piston reed valve



Crankcase reed valve



Crankcase reed valve



Crankcase reed valve



Engine type



4-stroke, liquid-cooled, DOHC



Intake system Bore



95.5 mm



Stroke Displacement



77.0 mm



66.4 mm



54.0 mm



48.0 mm



850 mm (33.5 in.)



48.0 mm



62.8 mm



53.6 mm



72.0 mm



54.5 mm



46.8 mm



46.8 mm



449 cm3 (cc)



249 cm3 (cc)



249 cm3 (cc)



124 cm3 (cc)



84.7 cm3 (cc)



84.7 cm3 (cc)



8.3/9.9:1 (Ex valve open/Ex valve close)



9.5/10.9:1 (Low speed/High speed)



9.5/10.9:1 (Low speed/High speed)



13.4:1



8.6/10.4:1 (Ex valve open/Ex valve close) KEIHIN PWK38S, single



MIKUNI TMX38SS single



KEIHIN PE28, single



KEIHIN PE28, single



Suzuki Advanced Sump System



Suzuki Advanced Sump System



Fuel/oil premixture of 30:1



Fuel/oil premixture of 30:1



Fuel/oil premixture of 30:1



Fuel/oil premixture of 30:1



Wet multi-plate type



Wet multi-plate type



Wet multi-plate type



Wet multi-plate type



Wet multi-plate type



Wet multi-plate type



4-speed constant mesh



5-speed constant mesh



5-speed constant mesh



6-speed constant mesh



6-speed constant mesh



6-speed constant mesh



Primary reduction ratio



2.583 (62/24)



3.210 (61/19)



3.000 (63/21)



3.368 (64/19)



3.444 (62/18)



3.444 (62/18)



Gear ratios



low



2.000 (30/15)



2.153 (28/13)



1.800 (27/15)



2.071 (29/14)



2.545 (28/11)



2.545 (28/11)



2nd



1.611 (29/18)



1.764 (30/17)



1.470 (25/17)



1.687 (27/16)



1.933 (29/15)



1.933 (29/15)



3rd



1.363 (30/22)



1.470 (25/17)



1.210 (23/19)



1.444 (26/18)



1.571 (22/14)



1.571 (22/14)



4th



1.166 (28/24)



1.238 (26/21)



1.000 (21/21)



1.200 (24/20)



1.333 (20/15)



1.333 (20/15)



5th



-



1.090 (24/22)



0.869 (20/23)



1.052 (20/19)



1.166 (21/18)



1.166 (21/18)



6th



-



-



-



0.950 (19/20)



1.045 (23/22)



1.045 (23/22)



3.5 (49/14)



3.692 (48/13)



3.846 (50/13)



4.250 (51/12)



3.615 (47/13)



3.357 (47/14)



SHOWA 47mm telescopic forks, pneumatic/coil spring, oil damped



SHOWA 47mm telescopic forks, pneumatic/coil spring, oil damped



SHOWA, telescopic forks, pneumatic/coil spring, oil damped



SHOWA, telescopic forks, pneumatic/coil spring, oil damped



SHOWA, telescopic forks, pneumatic/coil spring, oil damped



SHOWA, telescopic forks, pneumatic/coil spring, oil damped



Swingarm, link type, SHOWA piggyback-reservoir shock



Swingarm, link type, SHOWA piggyback-reservoir shock



Swingarm, link type, SHOWA piggyback-reservoir shock



Swingarm, link type, SHOWA piggyback-reservoir shock



Swingarm, link type, SHOWA piggyback-reservoir shock



Swingarm, link type, SHOWA piggyback-reservoir shock



Compression ratio



11.9:1 KEIHIN FCR 40 MX



Carburetor Lubrication system Clutch Transmission



Final reduction ratio Front suspension



Rear suspension



Caster Trail Front brake



25.5°



27.17°



27.5°



27.5°



28.0°



28.5°



111 mm (4.4 in.)



115 mm (4.5 in.)



115 mm (4.53 in.)



115 mm (4.53 in.)



85 mm (3.3 in.)



87 mm (3.4 in.)



Disc



Disc



Disc



Disc



Disc



Disc



Disc



Disc



Disc



Disc



Disc



Disc



Front tire size



90/100-21



90/100-21



80/100-21 51M



80/100-21 51M



70/100-19 42M



70/100-17 40M



Rear tire size



120/80-19



100/90-19



110/90-19 62M



100/90-19 57M



90/100-16 52M



90/100-14 49M



Rear brake



Fuel tank capacity Body color



7.0 L (1.8 US gal.)



7.0 L (1.8 US gal.)



8.0 L (2.1 US gal.)



8.0 L (2.1 US gal.)



5.0 L (1.3 US gal.)



5.0 L (1.3 US gal.)



Champion Yellow No.2 (YU1)



Champion Yellow No.2 (YU1)



Champion Yellow No.2 (YU1)



Champion Yellow No.2 (YU1)



Champion Yellow No.2 (YU1)



Champion Yellow No.2 (YU1)



Safety first Suzuki dealers should always advise customers to put safety first. All customers should be advised as follows: At Suzuki we want every ride to be safe and enjoyable. So always wear a helmet, eye protection and protective clothing. Never ride under the influence of alcohol or other drugs. Study your Owner's Manual and always inspect your Suzuki before riding. Always supervise young riders. The RM and RM-Z series motorcycles are for closed-course competition use and related practices only. Professional rider photographed under closed-course conditions. Specifications, appearances, equipments, colors, materials and other items of “SUZUKI” products shown on this catalogue are subject to change by manufacturers at any time without notice and they may vary depending on local conditions or requirements. Some models are not available in some territories. Each model might be discontinued without notice. Please inquire at your local dealer for details of any such changes. Actual body color might differ from the colors in this catalogue. Always wear a helmet, eye protection and protective clothing. Enjoy riding safely. Read your Owner's Manual carefully. Never ride under the influence of alcohol or other drugs.
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300 Takatsuka, Hamamatsu, Japan



It is simple, really. You want to win races. When you are not at the race track, it is all you can think about. When you are at the track, it consumes every moment. The desire to win, it is ingrained early on and cultivated through competition. You know what you want, so why not give yourself the best chance to feed your desire for winning with a Suzuki motocrosser?



RICKY CARMICHAEL RM-Z450



Suzuki RM and RM-Z motocrossers inspire confidence in riders. That is what Suzuki engineers strive hard for each model year. These are people who have dedicated themselves to making sure you have the perfect bike for winning. Engineered with passion. Engineered by experience.



This year is no different. Based on feedback from multi-time AMA champion --- and 2006 AMA Supercross Champion --Ricky Carmichael, countless other test riders and racers just like you, Suzuki brings an all-new, Suzuki-engineered RM-Z250 to the showroom floor. These engineers, testers and this champion ensure you have the winning balance of power and handling.



Whether that balance lay in a bike with a compact and powerful two-stroke powerplant, or a bike with a high-tech and high-revving four-stroke, Suzuki absolutely has you covered. No matter your taste in powerplant, your riding skill or your class at the track, you can choose from the RM-Z450 or all-new RM-Z250 four-stroke or the RM250, RM125, RM85 and RM85L two-strokes. Suzuki is the first manufacturer to win the prestigious AMA Supercross crown on two- and four-stroke machines.



All are ready for racing. From the handlebars to the chain and from wheel to wheel, no detail is overlooked.



His Choice For Seasons To Come Ricky Carmichael won the 2006 AMA Supercross championship aboard Suzuki’s potent RM-Z450 – it was the first 4-stroke motocrosser to win the prestigious AMA Supercross title. Hard work in the off-season, cool nerves during the races and a race-winning motocrosser proved to be a championship-winning combination in crowd-packed stadiums across the United States.



100 Percent Suzuki Power And Handling This year Suzuki brings a completely redesigned RM-Z250 to racers. The machine is completely designed by Suzuki engineers and gets an all-new aluminum chassis. This bike is perfect for the recreational racer to the top pro; this bike helps make winners. The RM-Z250 embodies the winning balance. To win, you need a balanced engine with the right amount of both top- and bottom-end power. Suzuki brings the winning balance to engine and chassis design and delivers the complete package for the track. Based on the championship-winning RM-Z450 and featuring 100 percent Suzuki power and handling, the new RM-Z250 is available now.



RM-Z >>4-STROKE



It could be the most decisive movement in the history of motocross racing. The move to four-stroke engines has created countless arguments at bench-racing sessions all over the world. But there is one thing everyone can agree on: this is the future of motocross racing.



Hollow camshafts are lightweight and strong. Both the exhaust and intake cams are machined from lightweight forged-steel billets and are surface-treated to increase durability. The cylinder head operates with a bucket and shim setup for easy adjustability and performance in extreme conditions.



The heads for both engines sit on top of lightweight aluminum cylinders, electroplated with Suzuki’s proprietary nickel-phosphorus-silicon-carbide coating. Suzuki calls it Suzuki Composite Electrochemical Material (SCEM). All you need to know is it improves heat transfer and improves wear, but keeps the construction of the cylinder lightweight.



Suzuki embraces that future tightly with its line of compact four-stroke powerplants found in the frames of its RM-Z450 and RM-Z250 motocrossers. With liquid cooling, titanium valves with oxide coating, dual overhead cams and an oversquare bore x stroke, all you need to do is grab a hold of the throttle and feel the power.



>>



>>



RM-Z450



Having a low center of gravity helps in countless ways on the racetrack. From being more stable feeling in corners to keeping the mass low when blitzing through the whoops, a low center of gravity is key to Suzuki’s handling performance. The Suzuki Advanced Sump System (SASS) allows the mass of the engine to sit as low to the ground as possible. This is especially true of the crankshaft and its spinning mass. The SASS divides the crankcases into two separate compartments, one for the crankshaft and the other for the ultra-compact transmission. This keeps everything compact and keeps the engine as short as possible.



RM-Z250 Titanium valves



Suzuki returns with outstanding four-stroke performance derived from its long history of race-winning GSX-R line of supersport bikes. The combustion chamber of both engines is compact for efficiency, while the oversquare bore and stroke allows for larger valve diameters. When trying to make a four-stroke breathe easy at high rpm, this design has proven itself in the dyno room and on tracks across the globe.



RM-Z250 Cylinder



>>



RM-Z450 Engine



RM-Z >>4-STROKE



Specific Changes This is the same specification engine Ricky Carmichael races on the national stage. The engine displaces 449cc with a bore and stroke of 95.5mm x 62.8mm. The RM-Z450 returns with its innovative four-speed transmission. Lap after lap, the four-speed has proven to be faster because it utilizes the RM-Z450’s broad powerband and eliminates wasteful time spent shifting. Four-speed also means it is more compact and much lighter than conventional five-speed transmissions. All of these features equal a bike that is light and nimble.



Revised carburetor settings are fine-tuned to work with a completely redesigned outlet tube. These tunings increase engine power output especially at low- and mid-range rpm. Suzuki didn’t just change the intake tract, engineers looked at the output, too. The titanium head pipe is increased 40mm for increased power.



The power comes from a forged aluminum piston with a short skirt and cutaway sides. The piston has two rings so the engine can rev quicker. A revised L-shaped, electro-plated oil control ring means better ring seating at higher rpm. The oil-scavenging pump size is increased for better engine lubrication. This helps increase engine performance during critical times.



Specific Changes Suzuki engineers took a close look at the 2006 RM-Z250 engine and worked hard to tweak an engine that had already proven itself on the track. >>



Carburetor Engineers spent long hours in the dyno room and in front of the computer redesigning the combustion chamber of the new RM-Z250. Both the intake and exhaust sides of the chamber are revised for better combustion efficiency. Small changes make for pleasing results.



Revised CDI settings mean optimized ignition timing for improved monitoring of engine rpm and throttle position. The low- to mid-range power is increased, but this helps the overall power throughout the powerband.



>>



Along with the combustion chamber changes, the intake and exhaust ports were reviewed and redesigned for more torque. Last year the dual intake and exhaust ports were separated by a partition. Suzuki engineers removed most of that partition and increased mid- and top-end power.



Piston



A revised crankcase breather system aids in reducing oil consumption by allowing the four-stroke to breath easier at high rpm.



RM-Z250



The gear ratio from third gear to fifth gear is revised for 2007. Those gear ratios are closer together for better performance on the track, helping racers be in the proper gear ratio at the proper time.



Transmission



Gear Ratio Comparison 2006



2007



First



2.142



2.153



Second



1.785



1.764



Third



1.444



1.470



Fourth



1.200



1.238



Fifth



1.052



1.090



For 2007 the RM-Z250 transmission switches from a gear-type to a link-type shifting system. This allows the rider to better "tune in" to the transmission. It also allows for better shifting of the transmission.



Radiator capacity is increased this year, too. More capacity means better cooling. You know how you run well when you are cool? The same holds true for engines. Along with the increased radiator capacity is a revised water pump design with a taller impeller blade and a smoother flow path. The radiator shrouds are redesigned and work with the larger radiators.



>>



Water pump



The oil strainer is easier to maintain in 2007 thanks to an externally accessible design. No longer does a racer have to have the engine cases split to access the strainer. This was a direct request from race teams.



RM-Z >>4-STROKE



RM-Z450 and RM-Z250: Completing the package



Specific Changes For this model year, there are big changes to the RM-Z250 frame and chassis. As it is designed to be completely new, you can be assured that Suzuki engineers are committed to giving you the complete package for the racetrack.



Taking cues from the RM-Z450, the RM-Z250 is designed to be both lightweight and durable. These are two of the most pressing needs for the racer --- no matter what level they are competing.



The RM-Z250 comes with a wider front tire (90/100-21) than that found on the competition. This inspires more confidence while on the track and tracks straighter in rutted conditions.



The twin-spar design is ideal for racing an aluminum frame. While aluminum frames are rigid, Suzuki engineers worked hard to build the proper amount of flex that racers want in their aluminum frames. For a long time, aluminum frames were criticized for being too stiff and beating up the racers. With Suzuki's experience building aluminum frames, engineers designed the proper amount of rigidity balance into the frame. That translates into stability on the straights and cornering performance --- all without increasing rider fatigue.



A forged head pipe and lower body members are constructed for strength and durability.



The swingarm is newly designed for 2007. With lightweight construction, Suzuki design and a high rate of rigidity, the new swingarm is improved on the old design. The front part of the swingarm is cast and the main arms are extruded. Along with the new swingarm comes a newly designed suspension link for better suspension performance.



>>



The SHOWA front forks of the RM-Z250 are the same as the forks on the RM-Z450. The forks are optimized for better cornering performance and straight-line stability.



Suzuki engineers updated several features on both the 2007 RM-Z450 and RM-Z250 from last year’s models. Improved features for both models include:



The RM-Z250 also takes the rear shock absorber from the RM-Z450 model. The shock absorber offers better performance and is valved and setup for cornering performance and stability through the whoops.



A gripper seat cover is standard equipment.



>>



Swingarm



Holding the front forks to the frame are completely redesigned triple clamps. Suzuki reengineered both the top and bottom clamps for more stable handling, especially under braking conditions.



The RM-Z250 gets Renthal handlebars for 2007. Renthal supplies tapered bars that are secured by an aluminum steering stem nut with rubber mounts.



>>



>>



Aluminum frames



Front forks



>>



Rear suspension



>> >>



RM-Z250 Seat cover



RM-Z250 Triple clamp



Handlebars



RM-Z250



RM >>2-STROKE



Suzuki is dedicated to two-stroke technology. And Suzuki is dedicated to giving racers the ultimate in choices at the dealership. That is why Suzuki is not forgetting the two-stroke motocrosser. Suzuki owes a lot of championships to its two-stroke technology. Ricky Carmichael, Suzuki’s flagship rider, also owes the majority of his championships to two-stroke technology. He won an AMA Supercross championship on a two-stroke as late as 2005.



Suzuki knows there are some out there who want the unique powerband of a two-stroke engine. Some who appreciate the value of a two-stroke motocrosser like the RM125. A 125 two-stroke can be the perfect transition between the 85cc class and a four-stroke 250.



Whatever class you race the RM250, RM125, RM85 or RM85L will prove to be one of the best two-stroke choices you can make on the showroom floor.



It is your choice: Two-stroke or four-stroke. Any choice you make, Suzuki has you covered.



RM250



RM >>2-STROKE



Suzuki’s flagship two-stroke returns for 2007 with a number of updates.



Engineers paid close attention to engine performance, revising the port timing for three key areas. The 2007 RM250 engine gets better roll-on acceleration at low rpm ranges, more power output in the low- and mid-range power and increased torque at higher rpm ranges.



Specifics:



Engineers recently looked at the intake pipe and redesigned the reed valve for increased performance. And to add to engine power, the CDI is remapped to be more efficient and increase power output at lower rpm ranges.



A liquid-cooled, single-cylinder 249cc two-stroke engine powers the Suzuki RM250 around the track. The cylinder has a bore and stroke of 66.4mm x 72.0mm and it features   Suzuki Composite Electrochemical Material (SCEM) for heat dissipation and weight savings.



The main exhaust port is enlarged from 42mm to 42.6mm. The sub-exhaust ports are shortened by 1mm at the bottom and the timing is advanced by 0.5mm.



Calibrated Chassis The chassis changes implemented recently are incorporated into the 2007 model and make the RM250 one of the best-handling motocrossers on the market.



With a suspension that has been calibrated with Ricky Carmichael’s direct input, you can bet the bike is going to handle as well as any Suzuki motocrossers before it. SHOWA, 47mm inverted forks provide 310mm (12.2 inches) of front wheel travel.



The rear shock absorber is a fully adjustable SHOWA unit that offers 310mm (12.2 inches) of wheel travel.



The exhaust valves are redesigned recently, too. The aim is to increase roll-on acceleration and power output throughout the rpm range.



A new graphic scheme incorporates the same graphic kit found on the entire Suzuki dirt bike line.



The engine angle is changed for 2007 and is tipped forward slightly. As a result, the drive sprocket is 3mm higher and contributes to stability by allowing the swingarm to work better in the whoops. This helps the bike get more traction through the bumps.



>>



Cylinder



The powerband of the two-stroke is cultivated through a combination of updated port timing and items like carbon-fiber reed valves, a engineered intake tract, highly evolved pipe design technology and an advanced ignition map. >> The front fork protectors are redesigned to be lighter, too.



Front forks



>>



Rear suspension



RM >>2-STROKE



The perfect transition from the 85cc class to the larger four-strokes returns to the Suzuki lineup in 2007. Value for performance have always been the hallmark of the 125cc class. Maintenance is also simplified and straightforward on any two-stroke, especially the 125 two-stroke.



>>



Handlebars



>>



Crankshaft



For 2007, Suzuki updates the RM125 with a gripper seat that is standard and race ready. The graphic scheme is also redesigned to be simpler and longer lasting.



Powering the RM125 is a liquid-cooled 124cc, reed-valve induction, two-stroke. The bore and stroke of the cylinder is 54.0mm x 54.5mm and has Suzuki’s Suzuki Composite Electrochemical Material (SCEM) on the cylinder walls. This helps transfer heat to the coolant quickly and efficiently, while adding durability and lightweight to the engine construction.



Racing Success Starts Here! Most kids dream of winning their first races while riding in the 50cc classes. But it is at the 85cc classes where the serious racing starts. And with the Suzuki RM85 models, it’s where you can start collecting trophies. Suzuki has both the RM85 and the RM85L to fuel the newest memories of future champions.



>>



Exhaust system



The RM85 comes with 17-inch front and 14-inch rear tires while the RM85L comes with 19-inch front and 16-inch rear tires. These sizes meet the sanctioning rules for various motocross racing associations. The RM85L has a longer wheelbase — 1,280mm versus 1,240mm (50.4 inches versus 48.8 inches). The RM85L also has a taller seat height — 875mm versus 850mm (34.4 inches versus 33.5 inches).



The same 84.7cc liquid-cooled two-stroke engine powers both models. The bore and stroke of the engine is 48.0mm x 46.8mm. The cylinder features Suzuki Composite Electrochemical Material (SCEM) for superior class performance. The digital CDI map offers the best engine performance at high rpm — right where these RMs like to run.



Both models have a tubular steel frame and an aluminum swingarm for performance on the track, especially in the corners. Up front the SHOWA inverted front forks are completely adjustable for rider weight, style and ability. The front forks offer 275mm (10.8 inches) of wheel travel. The rear piggyback reservoir shock absorber has 277mm (10.9 inches) of travel and is fully adjustable, too. Newly designed swingarm with thicker wall improves traction delivery especially at whoops. >>



Swingarm



RM85L
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Liste Moto MBReprog 2015 

MSX. 750. 150 2004. Polaris. Ranger RZR S. 800. 760cc. 69 2012. Polaris. Ranger RZR XP. 900 EFI. 900cc. 88 2012. Suzuki. Gsx-r1000. K7/K8. 999 cc E3.
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scratch rallye - Moto Station 

Apr 5, 2009 - 3:45.806 (2 Sp.) 6. 00:17:17.508 BUELL ... 3:47.833 (2 Sp.) 6 .... 4:45.357 (2 Sp.) 6. 00:20:21.837 HONDA 600 XLM. 64. 363 BERGER Nicolas.
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Motorola Moto X Teardown 

23 aoÃ»t 2013 - pour bandes LTE 12/17 (698-. 716 MHz).. EPCOS 7 959 ... Qualcomm WTR16505L LTE /. HSPA + ... pour le support LTE sur ce modÃ¨le).
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Motorola Moto 360 Teardown 

8 sept. 2014 - Wolfson Microelectronics WM7121 Top Port analogique Silicon Microphone.. Texas Instruments TPS659120 PMU for Processor Power.
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Untitled - SUZUKI-Classic 

002-505. 002-516. 002-517. 002-379. 55. 11. 56. 12. 002-655. 13. 14. 15. 002-666. 002-665. 002-664 ... VM28/559 End cap, Rubber. BV30/40 O-ring. VM26/268 ...
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